·October 7, 1972 It has been hoped in the the study of collective motions to make a bridge between quadrupole vibration and rotation on the basis of pairing plus quadrupole forces. Compared with one of the feet of the bridge (pairing force only), the foundation of the other foot (quadrupole force only) is not so firm. This is one of the reasons why the construction of the bridge has been unsuccessful. With the intention of filling this gap, the present author and others have successfully related the electromagnetic properties (induced by the quadrupole force) to rotation (referred to as (I)) .1l However, certain kinds of pairing modes are expected to become important in the intermediate regions. Then, as an approach to this problem from the side of quadrupole force, it is also inevitable to investigate two-nucleon transfer in the case of quadrupole force only even if they are not expected to enhance from the character of the force. This is the motivation of this work. Hereafter we will use the basic idea and results of (I) .
For simplicity, we consider the system of identical particles in the single-j orbit with a quadrupole force. The Hamiltonian is given by
M where QM and x are E2-moment operator and force strength, respectively. In the following; we treat the system in terms of the following operators :
Then, QM is proportional to BiN (Qx= qBJx).
We specify the excited states in the groundstate rotational band as In; LL.), where n is particle number (n=even) and L and L. are the angular momentum and its pro-
We showed in (I) that rotational states with strong quadrupole deformation appear in the mass regions n 0 / (2j+ 1) -0.35 and 0.65 for large j. This fact permits us to have the following understanding: If the system with particle number n 0 has rotational character, the system with n0 -2 also shows rotational behavior. Presupposing this understanding, we pick up the following conclusions which are necessary for the present arguments from (I): . Now, under these conclusions, let us derive the dynamical sum rules with respect to ~wo-nucleon transfer amplitudes <no; L'IIA/llno-2;L). Applying (A), (B) and
we can obtain
Equation (4) leads us to the following type of transfer amplitude:
where K is some constant and AK(n0) depends only on K and n 0• Within the framework of Eq. (4), we cannot determine the numerical values of these quantities. As a next step, we determine the numerical value of K by introducing the kinematical sum rule. Without any approximation, operators (2) satisfy the following relation:
where N is particle number operator. Applying (A), (B) and (C) to Eq. (6), we can obtain the following relation which we call the kinematical sum rule for (no; L'JIA/Jino-2; L):
Combining Eq. (7) with Eq. (5), K can be given as follows: 
These values show us that any two-nucleon transfer amplitude is much smaller than E2-transitions and -moments as was expected, and we cannot expect that some particular multipoles .enhance compared with the other ones in contrast to the case of multipole-transitions and -moments.
